UKHO: DIGITAL NAUTICAL PUBLICATIONS

To whom it may concern,

Herewith the undersigned Naval architect-Director of the Belgian Maritime Inspectorate, authorized by the Belgian Flag State Administration to issue statements of this nature,

Considering the fact that the digital nautical publications issued by the United Kingdom Hydrographic Office [UKHO] main features are:

- Product and data is from an authorised Hydrographic Office;
- Data content is exactly equivalent to the paper version of the publications;
- Product is updated in line with the paper version (updates available on CD, via email or by internet download);
- Data within the product is protected and integrity checking ensures that updates are applied correctly; and
- Primary and back-up licences are provided as standard.

And considering the fact that the digital nautical publications are equivalent to UKHO paper nautical publications and in compliance with:

SOLAS 2009 Amend / Chapter V / Reg. 19.2.1.4-5
SOLAS 1999/2000 Amend / Chapter V / Reg. 27
MSC Circulars / MSC/Circ.1091

Accepts the use of all UKHO digital nautical publications on board Belgian registered sea ships.

Issued at Ostend

Bart HEYLBROECK,
Naval architect-Director.